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1 NOTICI':

2 Please take notice that pursuant 10 Rule 30(b)(6) afthe Rules of Federal Procedure and in

3 accordance \\ ilh Judge Alsup's Supplemental Order (Docket 0.8). Psystar Corporation

(··Psystar") will take the deposition upon oral examination of the representative of Apple Inc.
4

("Apple") \\ ho has knO\\ ledge of and may leSlif) concerning the matters set forth below. The
5

deposition \\ill take place on August 13,2009 at 379 Lynon Ave.. Palo Alto, CA 94301 and \\ill be

6 recorded by stenography and/or video. The deposition shall take place before a notary public or

7 other officer authorized to administer oaths and shall continue from day to day until completed,

8 Apple is requested and required to designate and make available to lestify a person or

9 persons knowledgeable about the following topics (in the following list of topics. the tenn "OS X"

10 includes both Mac as x and Mac as x Server):

11
I. Actual or potential confusion bet\\ccn Apple's products and Psystar's products. including

12
but not limited 10 any and all communications between Apple and any third person about Psystar's

13 products.

14

15 2. The usc. dc\elopment. registration, and imcstment in each ofthc tradcmarks or items or

16 tradc dress at issue in this action. including but nOllimited (0:

:l. the identity ofcach mark or item of trade dress at issue;
17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

I.

the fUllctionality or lack thereof of each item of trade dress;

the length of Lise of each mark at issue;

lhe amount of money spent to develop each mark at issue;

the time and manner of registration ofeach registered mark:

an} prior litigation involving the marks or items of trade dress at issue:

the sales and profit associated with each of the marks or items of trade dress at issue:

the manner in which each mark or item of trade dress was used. including the

geographic scope of such use and the nwnber and cost of any advertisements using

the mark or item of trade dress:

the similarities and difTerences between each mark or item of trade dress and their

allegedly infringing Psystar counterparts;
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

J.

k.

I.

the similarities and differences between each product to which each mark or item of

trade dress is applied and the Psystar counterpart with respect to which Psysrar is

alleged to have infringed the mark or item of trade dress;

the use of each mark or item of trade dress or any similar mark or item of trade dress

by others. whether or not under license, and, if under license, the lemlS of each such

license: and

the public's awareness of and lhe associations brought to mind by each mark or item

of trade dress, to the extent information about Ihis topic is actually known by or is

reasonably available to Apple.

The amount of a reasonable royalty for the use of OS X in the manner in which Psystar is

but not limited to the amount and marulcr of calculation of any lost profits, and distinguishing

10 3. The injury suffered by Apple as a result orthe allegedly unlawful acts about which Apple

complains in this action and the injury that Apple is likely to suffer if these acts continue. including
11

12 between the injury caused by each unlawful act in which Apple alleges that Psystar engaged.

13

14 4.

15 alleged to be using it or. if no such royally is known, the maimer in which such a royalty might be

calculated.
16

17
5. The manner in which OS X is distributed through retailers like Amazon and Best Buy.

18
including the existence and terms of any agreements between Apple and such retailers relaling to

19 their retailing of OS X. and the manner in which OS X is available from Apple, both online and

20 through its physical Apple Stores. Further, the manner in which as x is sold, licensed, or

21 otherwise madeavailabJc to members orthe public.

22
6. Demographic data about Apple"s customers and their experiences with computers. both

23
those manufactured by Apple and those not manufactured by Apple, to the extent such infonnation

24
is actually known by or is reasonably available to Apple.

25

26 7. The quality. operation, and features ofPsystar's products and reports regarding or

27 investigations of the quality, operation, and features ofPsystar's products, whether performed by

28 Apple internally or received by Apple from third parties.
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1

2 8. The cost structure for development, production. marketing. and sale of Apple's computers

3 and as X. including the costs, revenue, and profits for each such product, broken down. to the

extent possible, betwcen the hardware, the operating system, and other installed software, and the
4

manner in which this information is or can be calculated.
5

6 9 The manner of formation and terms of any license agreement or other agreement relating to

7 as x that Apple contends exists betwccn itself and users ofas X, including but not limited to

8 Psystar and Psystar's customers, and each breach of any such agreement over which Apple is suing

9 in this litigation or lhat Apple contends will or might be engaged in by Psystar·s customcrs.

10

11
10. The code and manner of operation of Darwin, bOlh independently and as incorporaled into

as X. induding. in parlicular. the role of kcrnel extensions and the extensibility. including through
12

kernel extensions. of Darwin and as X. Further, the manner in which Darwin came to be released

13 to the public as open source and the terms of the license under which Darwin \\'as so released to the

14 public. Further. the manner in which Darwin or parts of Darwin are incorporated into as x.

15

16
11. License agreements with third persons to use any of the trademarks or items of trade dress

or copyrighted works_ including but not limited to as x, al issue in this action, including the
17

negotiation, formation, and terms of these agreements.
18

19 12. All attempls by Apple (or by third parties, if actually known by Apple or reasonably

20 available to Apple) to cause as x to run on non-Apple hardware, what these attempts consisted of,

21 and what the results of these attempts were.

X separately from hardware and for as x installed on non-Apple hardware.

22

23

24

25

13.

14.

The rnarkeL demand and any evidence of the existence or magnitude of such demand for OS

Any ncgotiations between Apple and any third parties regarding licensing as x Jor
26 installation on non-Apple hardware.

27

28
-4-
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1 15. The authorship, development. identity, and registration of each copyrighted work al i sue in

2 till litigati 11, including any derivative works or compilation tl1a1 Apple contends Psystar

3 infringed.

4
16. The specific acts of copyright infringement in which Apple contends Psystar engaged, the

5
manner in which th e acts onstituted copyright infringement and the identity and nature of the

6 specific copyrighted works that Apple cont Dds Psy tar infTinged.

7

8 17. he identity and nature of each technological mcasme that Apple contends that Psystar

9 unlawfully circumvented, each act that Apple contends constituted such circwTlvention, the manner

10 in which Psy tar circumvented the technological measure, the manner in which others could have

circLUllvemed the teclmological mea ure, and 'ti1e identity and nature of the copyrighted work that
11

the technological mea ure in question was protecting.
12

13 18. Quality control. p rfonnance, and user experi nee with integrated hardware and oft are;

14 and compatibility i sues with tllird party components and application.

CAMARA & SIBLEY LLP

c:=-----=:---
By:,c::-,;---,------::;::---:=:-:-;;--;;--c-=--,----------------

K.A.D. CAMARA

WELKER & Ro ARlO

Attorneys for DefendantiCounterclaimant
PSYSTAR CORPORATIO
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